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About This Game

This game does not teach you to manage time or use it for your own purposes. In this game your time works against you, you
will not have time on time - do not go any further.

Eat souls to add yourself a little time and beware of traps that can take away from you the most precious ...

Here is a classic platformer with juicy graphics for your attention where you will have to go through traps and collect souls most
of the time so you don't lose.

The protagonist is the soul's guide, but you could never say it by his cute look. Although he is a part of the other world, he still
obeys the mortals' laws.
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If you can't be bothered to proofread (or hire a proofreader) for your game that has a large amount of text then why should I be
bothered to play it?. How do I use it I downloaded the DLC and I don't have the skin in single and multiplayer I Installed the
DLC Pack still doesn't work please help?. This game is wicked! when you drift backwards around a wall and line up an enemy
tank with you're ion cannon! Bam! Good times:) I've been playing it for years and keep coming back. If your a graphic's snob
(like my lame friends) then u prolly wont touch it. But if you play games for fun! Metal Drift promises unique, hard hitting,
high speed, drift tank action!. THIS GAME IS SO MUCH FUN! - watch the video and see, please! screenshots don't do this
justice.
Perfect for couples and friends!
No real scores kept and each round is like 20 seconds of JOY!
Online and Co-op online!
Good music!
CREATIVE levels!

**CUSTOM LEVELS AND A LEVEL EDITOR**
16,560 levels at current time!!!

So much potential here, I have a feeling I will be playing this game for years.. StuntMANIA is a really cool game! I really
recomend it! The only let down is when you find all the coins in all the levels and unlock all the cars and game modes, the game
seems pretty useless. But its still really fun!. YOU SHALL SEND YOUR DOLLS OUT ON A SUICIDE MISSION
INVOLVING MANY JAPANESE RIDDLED BULLETS THAT TAKE UP MOST OF THE SCREEN

If there wasn't a timer every time I reached a boss and if they just quit their goddamn engrish I'd actually like this game more..
pretty good game. Absolutely amazing, a must see if you own a VR headset!
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This is the game I have been waiting for. None of that triple A trash, but this game. Well worth the wait.. Terrible game.. A
fantastic tribute to 90s action-adventure games with an imaginitive story and intriguing game mechanics, this title is nothing less
than charming.. Why would anyone pay for this?. If you are looking for a Finished and Polished AAA RTS PVP game. This is
NOT it.

Evolution RTS is a free Open Source RTS game. Could be compared to Total Annihilation.
It does has a wiki website with some help pages and videos. You can find many youtube videos for help and gameplay.

When i tried to test this game, i could not get a working AI match running and there was no new players playing. It works on
Win 10, looked ok, sounded ok, played ?

CONS:
- No Matchmaking.
- No In-game scripted Tutorial.
- too complex for New simple players.
- Not many people playing.

Try it, if you like Total Annihilation-like games.

For more info:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=irQlZzQxfBQ

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NCMBwQ_oqYk

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=70CgFy38ZUU

http://www.evolutionrts.info/

http://www.moddb.com/games/evolution-rts/reviews

http://www.desura.com/games/evolution-rts/reviews

http://www.indiedb.com/games/evolution-rts/reviews/403678

http://www.game-debate.com/games/index.php?g_id=22593&game=Evolution%20RTS

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spring_Engine

https://sourceforge.net/projects/evolution-rts/

https://github.com/EvolutionRTS/Evolution-RTS/wiki. Hidden gem.. No, I’m not a Dark Souls fan. I tried playing Dark Souls
and Dark Souls 3 and did not enjoy much. Too difficult and very unforgiving. Also gargantuanly huge. Fall of Light is smaller,
not as brutal and also has elements in really love from classic Japanese games like ICO and RE4. So far I’m really enjoying the
game.
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